Overview
The Water Research Laboratory (WRL) offers a range of coastal imaging services for remote measurement of the coastal
zone. These services are built around the Argus video system, a proven hardware and software system architecture that has
been used by researchers, engineers and managers around the world for the last 25 years.
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Left – Coastal Imaging Cameras in Position (Inset: Lens and Camera). Right - Schematic of an Entire Coastal Imaging System

WRL’s video system comprises of a programmable video image acquisition system, a standardised database for storing data
and a suite of MATLAB based codes and toolboxes for image processing and analysis. WRL coastal engineers and WRL
Coastal Imaging Servers bring these systems together seamlessly and add features to facilitate the online, ‘real-time’
delivery of coastal imaging and measurement data. This data can be used by engineers and scientists for their coastal
studies or by coastal managers for planning and management decision support.
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Measurement Accuracy

WRL’s Coastal Imaging System provides quantifiable and accurate measurements of coastal features. The figure below
compares the accuracy of beach widths measured using WRL’s Coastal Imaging System (black line) with measurements
obtained using conventional RTK-GPS survey techniques (red circles).

Beach width measured using Argus Coastal Imaging System (black line) and RTK-GPS (Harley, 2011)

These continuous remotely sensed measurements of extraordinary accuracy are generated using mathematical models that
combine the principles of optics and multiple view geometry with machine vision technology. When using data from a WRL
Coastal Imaging System you can be confident that the:




position and viewing angle of every camera has been precisely surveyed and quality controlled,
camera characteristics have been precisely measured to compensate for distortion of light through the lens,
camera movement and viewing angles are monitored for movement due to wind loading and thermal effects.
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Measurement of Camera and Lens Distortion
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Model to Compensate for Radial Distortion

Video imaging systems that do not employ these techniques generate “measurements” with uncertainties of several image
pixels or more. WRL Coastal Imaging Systems reduce lens distortion effects to 0.1 to 0.5 image pixels and achieve least
squares measurement accuracies of between one and three image pixels. This typically translates to cross-shore
measurement accuracies in the range of 0.1 m to 3m, depending on resolution and distance from the camera.
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Image Processing Software
WRL provides coastal imaging services with the aid of customised automation software, common database formats and the
Argus Runtime Environment (ARE), a peer reviewed collection of scientific codes and toolboxes.. The twelve toolboxes in the
ARE facilitate database interactions and the: design of new stations; input of field data; management of lens distortion;
correction of thermal effects/wind loading; merging and re-projection of images; generation of animations; design,
collection and processing of time-stacks; and the mapping of shorelines, bars, rips and intertidal bathymetry. The software
environment is accompanied by detailed documentation.
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Further Information
WRL have provided coastal imaging services to industry and research groups since 1999. For further technical details please
contact one of our coastal imaging experts.

Key WRL Personnel
Mr Matt Blacka
Matt has completed a Master of Engineering Science degree, with specialisation in Coastal Engineering
and Management, and Bachelor of Engineering (Civil) degree, with first class honours in Coastal
Engineering. He has nine years of experience working at the Water Research Laboratory, and has
managed a range of projects primarily in the fields of coastal structures, coastal processes and hydraulic
structures. Matt is also secretary of the Engineers Australia Sydney Division Coastal Ocean and Port
Engineering Panel. Matt has been a part of WRL’s Coastal Imaging team since 2006, and has managed
the Coastal Imaging projects since 2009. He is experienced in all aspects of Coastal Imaging from
station design and setup through to programming and analysis of image data.
Mr Doug Anderson
Doug helped the Water Research Laboratory establish the Argus video system in Australia and
developed many of the automated data processing and content delivery systems in use today. He has
nine years of coastal imaging specific project experience and specialist skills in the areas of data
collection, management and analysis as well as system design, automation, computational software
development. Doug holds a Master of Engineering Science and a Bachelor of Engineering
(Environmental) from the University of New South Wales. He has completed many projects in the water
resources field and has a wealth of practical experience in groundwater modelling assessments, field
investigations and physical modelling.
Ms Erica Davey
Erica is a Project Engineer providing routine monitoring services for WRL’s Argus Coastal Imaging
Stations. Erica has worked on the Southern Gold Coast to deploy the Argus III video imaging system for
the Tweed River Entrance Sand Bypassing Project. at the Water Research Laboratory. She holds a
Bachelor of Engineering (Environmental) and a Bachelor of Science and she is the recipient of the D.N.
Foster Memorial Fellowship. Erica has worked on a variety of projects, ranging from coastal imaging and
coastal process assessment to environmental investigations and boat wake wave assessments. She is
particularly interested in the personal interface between engineering and the community. Her honours
thesis investigating regional and global variations in rip current spacing and density was presented at
the 2012 International Rip Current Symposium.
Associate Professor Ian Turner
Associate Professor Ian Turner introduced coastal imaging to Australia in 1999 and continues to play an
active role in ongoing coastal imaging projects. Ian is the Deputy Director (Research) of WRL and is
responsible for the research direction and output. He is also a Senior Coastal Specialist in WRL’s Coast
and Estuary investigations group. Ian’s current research interests include beach groundwater dynamics
and sediment transport at the beach face, monitoring of coastal change and impacts of climate variability,
coastal erosion control and coastal management, and coastal
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